Arcadia Station Mission Transcript 10603.27 # 360

Host Nick says:
Mission Summary: 10604.10: Ambassador Reser has been meeting with the Captain and the CNS about making Arcadia Station the official station of the Risan system, and on the completion of the initial talks, the CNS is now taking Reser on a tour of the station.
Host Nick says:
Kinera, a Vulcan priestess has been performing Fal-tor-pan to remove the consciousness of John Bodine from the mind of Victor Regnum and return him to his own recently reanimated body.
Host Nick says:
The ritual is nearly complete.
Host Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume "Fal-tor-pan" - Part II >>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Burton says:
::Standing off to the side trying to stay out of the priestess's way::
XO_Archen says:
::Standing in the infirmary starting to contemplate how unnecessary it is for him to even be there:: CMO: I wonder how long this thing is gonna take.. Ew .. Sometimes Vulcans give me the creeps.
CNS_Rose says:
::Showing the Ambassador around the station::
CMO_Burton says:
XO: I am not sure, but this would look to me like the end of the procedure sir. Vulcans are really quite amazing sir. They are much more adaptable than others give them credit for, even if they don't like to admit it.
CO_Martin says:
::Sitting in her office, sipping at a cup of coffee, feeling a little antsy, but not wanting to interrupt the Vulcan’s ceremony in sickbay:: 
Host Nick says:
ACTION: John Bodine and Victor Regnum start to wake, but they are very weak.
Host Nick says:
<Victor_Regnum> All: Did it work?
CNS_Rose says:
Amb: Is there anything particular you'd like to see Ambassador?
XO_Archen says:
Regnum: I don’t know, how do you feel? 
Host Nick says:
<Reser> CNS: Well I will need to see the Diplomatic Offices and Quarters as they will be where the Risan Liaison is stationed, and also VIP Quarters so we know how well our dignified guests are cared for when they stop here.
XO_Archen says:
John: Lt. Cmdr?
Host Nick says:
<Victor_Regnum> XO: I feel... well somewhat empty actually.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: In the infirmary a bright white line in the air appears, like a rip in space straight down about 10 feet tall.
CO_Martin says:
::Stands from her seat, taking her coffee with her, and makes her way out to OPS::
XO_Archen says:
<John> XO: I feel like a thawed piece of meat, and a sense of loneliness. I can't seem to move just quite yet. I'm Stiff.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The line in the air is accompanied by a screeching sound
CNS_Rose says:
Amb: Of course this way please ::Walks to the turbolift:: Level 17 VIP Quarters, Starfleet Operations Briefing Room, Secondary Operations.
Host Nick says:
<Reser> ::Follows the CNS::
CMO_Burton says:
::Watches the light as he squints a bit::
XO_Archen says:
::Is interrupted by the burst of white light:: Self: What is that...
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The line seems to get wider in the middle, and everything around the line appears distorted, as if the line was the rip in a curtain and the curtain was being pulled apart, between the rip of the curtain is nothing but white light.
XO_Archen says:
::Covers his ears:: Kinera: Is this your doing?
Host Nick says:
<Kinera> XO: No, this is not my doing at all.
XO_Archen says:
::Taps comm badge:: *Bridge*: Security Alert to the Infirmary Deck, unknown Environmental Special Disturbance, Red Alert now!
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The white area widens so that it is wide enough for about 3 or 4 people to walk through side by side, and then, silhouettes appear within it, 2 in the first row, 1 in the second, and countless more behind that 3rd individual
XO_Archen says:
::Draws his phaser::
CO_Martin says:
::Raises her eyebrows in surprise at the alert as she walks into OPS:: OPS: Send extra security to the Sickbay, and raise force fields around the area. 
CNS_Rose says:
::Arrives on level 17 and gets off the turbolift:: Here are the VIP Quarters go ahead and look around as long as you like if you have any questions please ask :: Smiles kindly as see walks into the Quarters after the Ambassador::
CMO_Burton says:
::Stands watching the spectacle::
XO_Archen says:
<Security>::Comes marching in also a bit stunned by the screech::
CO_Martin says:
<OPS L'yaian> ::Nods at the CO:: CO: Yes ma'am! ::Raises a paw in salute and sends extra security details to Sickbay, and then raises the force fields around the area::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The two figures in the front row come further into view, they appear to be Captain Martin and Doctor Burton, though they are different, Their uniforms are more tattered, Captain Martin's has a bare midriff and a short skirt with tall boots, a sword is at her side and a Disruptor in her hand.
XO_Archen says:
<John> Vic: You SURE this isn't yer head? Seems like your head, everything is still messed up around here. ::Grins awkwardly::
XO_Archen says:
:Looks at the 2 Doctors now in the room::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: People can see that it is obviously not Captain Martin at all, but Commander Martin from the mirror universe
CMO_Burton says:
::Looks at his twin standing in front of him::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The 3rd figure comes into view, eyes glowing red and floating several inches off the ground comes the form of the Evil Victor Regnum.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO Martin> ::Looks around and sneers a little, muttering:: Self: Pft, pathetic little fools....
XO_Archen says:
<John> Vic: Damn it we're still in your head .. ::Attempts to will himself off the bio-bed::
CO_Martin says:
<EXO Martin> ::Gives John a funny look:: Bodine: Hah, why in the Empire would we be in his head? ::Rolls her eyes::
Host Nick says:
<Evil_Vic> John: No Mr. Bodine, you are not. I had been using the link of your mind to enter your Victor Regnum's mind from my own universe, when you expelled me from it I had to speed up my plans.
Host Nick says:
<Evil Vic> Martin: Kill them all.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::Grins viciously and pulls out her disruptor, firing first at Archen::
XO_Archen says:
::Steps in front of the Mirror Crowd:: Mirrors: What in the heck do you think you are doing here ... *CO*: Captain, we have a Level 1 Emergency.
CMO_Burton says:
::Jumps for the firing EXO::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Archen is able to duck out of the way but barely, the blast singes the XO's uniform.
CO_Martin says:
*XO*: What do you mean? I already sent extra security down there....do you need more back up?
XO_Archen says:
Computer: Disengage voiceprint Authority, Switch to Input incryption Authority Only. Authorization Archen 66, Tango.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO>::Growls and jumps forward, drawing her sword as she goes, slashing at the CMO who's blocking her way.
CMO_Burton says:
::Holds up his hypo spray:: EXO: Aha, on guard then!
Host Nick says:
ACTION: A dozen Mirror Officers with swords at their hips and disruptors in their hand come barging through the rift. As the battle ensues one of the Mirror Universe officers is shot down by disruptor fire next to the XO
CO_Martin says:
<EXO>::Doesn't even glance at the object in the doctors hand, before attempting to knock it out of his hand with a swift kick:: CMO: No measly little tricks doctor - I've been dieing to see your head severed from your body for so long! 
XO_Archen says:
::Attempts to dodge one of the mirror footman then shoots one with his phaser and takes his sword::
XO_Archen says:
::With his new sword he attempt to intercept a swing from the Mirror Trial that was aimed at his Doctor::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The XO's and EXO's swords clang together.
CMO_Burton says:
EXO: Bah I am the best swordsman with a hypo you will ever see but have it you way.
Host Nick says:
<Reser> ::Hears the klaxons from the Intruder Alert:: CNS: What is going on here Counselor?
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::The XO catches her attention, and she jumps back with a hiss:: XO: John Bodine....kekeke, you'll die another death!
XO_Archen says:
::Is somewhat successful, the Mirror Martin now has her attention on him and not the CMO::
CMO_Burton says:
::Lets the XO and EXO duke it out. Looks over at his double:: ECMO: Hey over here you handsome devil.
Host Nick says:
<Evil Vic> ::laughs wickedly:: All: Give it up simpletons, you cannot possibly defeat us.
CNS_Rose says:
Amb: I'm not sure sir.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::The XO catches her attention, and she jumps back with a hiss:: XO: Raah! You'll die a quick and painful death!
Host Nick says:
<Evil Vic> ::His eyes glowing he looks at one of Arcadia's security officers and he flies up into the air and backwards, hitting the wall splitting his skull open::
XO_Archen says:
::Parry's a near miss to his neck and tries to move faster on his feet attempting to get on Mirror Trials right side she seems slower to him there::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: All telepaths on the station suddenly sense the presence of the Evil Regnum trying to gain entry into their minds.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::Jumps forward suddenly, aiming the katana straight at the Po’s stomach, ducking down to avoid his own sword as she goes::
CMO_Burton says:
::Moves to try and attack his double:
CO_Martin says:
::Looks at OPS L'yaian:: OPS: Do you know what’s happening down there yet Verai?
XO_Archen says:
::His shirt is cut it is a near miss ::EXO: What the hell are you doing here?
CO_Martin says:
<OPS L'yaian> ::Looks terrified:: There’s....something horrible on the station!...Can't you feel it?? ::is shaking in her seat::
XO_Archen says:
::His breath is starting to become heavy as the swords continue to clan and clash all this happening in the Infirmary::
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> XO: To destroy you and take over this universe - what did you think? We were going to give you daisies and ask you to be our friends? Pah!
XO_Archen says:
EXO: Heck to you over my dead body!
Host Nick says:
ACTION: With a talented swing, the Evil Martin knocks Archen's katana out of his hand
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::Cackles again, and proceeds to swipe her sword towards Archen' s neck, to cut his head clean off::
XO_Archen says:
::Jumps away and attempts to use his Phaser on the EXO::
CNS_Rose says:
::Senses a evil presence in her mind she focuses trying to block him out:: Ambassador it would be best you stay here for your safety something serious is going on and you may be in danger.
CMO_Burton says:
ECMO: Here we go. ::Rushes the evil doctor::
XO_Archen says:
::Fires and misses things are happening to fast::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Archen is too slow to escape, the katana slices cleanly through Archen's neck, causing his head to fly through the air, hitting the evil Doctor Burton in the head. Archen's body falls to the floor lifeless
CO_Martin says:
::Looks a little confused:: OPS: What...is that evil Regnum back again? ::Smiles calmly:: It can't be that bad.
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::Looks down at Archen's lifeless body:: XO: You were saying....?
CNS_Rose says:
Amb: Sir for your safety I am going to seal the door behind me.
Host Nick says:
ACTION: As the evil CMO is knocked out of the way a glowing egg that was in his pocket falls out and rolls to the CMO's feet
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Egg is beeping and flashing and the CMO notices that the flashes coincide with the flashes of the rift
CMO_Burton says:
::Picks up the dead XO's phaser and fires at the ECMO and the egg he was carrying::
Host Nick says:
<Evil Vic> NOooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NOT THE Pan-dimensional Vortex Inducer!
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::turns her attention to the Doctor at that second, suddenly alarmed at what he's doing, and jumps towards him, trying to stop him::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: As the egg is destroyed the rift vanishes, and one by one the mirror officers vanish from the room in a flash of Orange light
CO_Martin says:
<EXO> ::Vanishes before she gets to the CMO::
CMO_Burton says:
::Drops the phaser and heads for the XO's body, knowing there is nothing he can do::
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Evil Vic tries to stay in this reality and aim his disruptor at the real Victor Regnum, he pulls the trigger and fires and the blast emits, just as the blast is about to hit the normal Victor Regnum's chest...
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Evil Vic, and the disruptor and the beam vanish in the same orange light, barely singing Victor's uniform.
Host Nick says:
<Reser> CNS: I understand Counselor, though I don't like it.
CO_Martin says:
<OPS> ::Relaxes quite suddenly, breathing a sigh of relief:: CO: Ah...well...maybe it was...But it's gone now...all those evil emotions are gone....::looks up a bit sheepishly:: Sometimes its a nuisance having empathic abilities....I think I would have rather not known any of those horrible emotions just now...
Host Nick says:
ACTION: The Telepaths on the station sense that the Evil Regnum is gone.
XO_Archen says:
<John> CMO: When you find time, inject me with Baclofen .. It will loosen my muscles.
CO_Martin says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the waif-like Caitian-Minaran OPS officer, and then simply shrugs:: OPS: If you say so Verai. ::Goes back to her seat:: *XO*: Mister Archen, could I have a report please?
John_Bodine says:
CMO: When you find time, inject me with Baclofen .. It will loosen my muscles.
CMO_Burton says:
::Injects John with the Balcofen
CMO_Burton says:
*CO*: Sir I have bad news. Commander Archen has been killed.
CO_Martin says:
::looks shocked:: *CMO* P-Pardon?
Host Nick says:
ACTION: Blood seeps out of both the head and body of Cor Archen.
Host Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<< END >>>>>>>>>>>


